
The starting point for almost every Alaska traveller, Anchorage has 
nearly as many attractions as it has moose (approximately 1,500 at 

last count!). With almost 500 kilometres of trails within its boundaries, 
this is a city begging to be walked, cycled, snowshoed or skiied. 

Take advantage of spring’s clear skies and long hours of sunshine 
by cruising spectacular Prince William Sound to the active Surprise 
Glacier. Glide through waters inhabited by sea otters, harbour seals 
and grey whales, the latter which mark the arrival of springtime.

Summer is when moose calves appear and bears are most active. 
Massive Kincaid Park and the soaring Chugach Mountains are both 
areas close to downtown where you might observe these creatures, 
but a day trip (or longer) to famous Brooks Falls or Lake Clark 
National Park can’t be beaten for grizzlies, who often gather by 
streams and rivers to catch spawning salmon.

Autumn paints the foliage red and gold. It’s also rut season, when 
bull moose double in size, sporting massive antlers. Days are shorter, 
but trains and many ships continue to operate, allowing visitors to 
appreciate fiery fall colours from a different perspective. Make the most 
of still-mild temperatures by learning to dogsled or by dropping a line 
for salmon and trout.

In winter, the otherworldly Northern Lights light up night skies in 
hypnotic bands of green, yellow, blue and purple. By day, Anchorage 
is a white playground, with plenty of ski trails and skate ponds. Join in 
the fun at the Anchorage Fur Rondy or meet legendary dog mushers 
at the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Cold weather coincides with the 
Christmas holidays - when craft fairs and bazaars are in full swing, so 
take the opportunity to meet Alaska’s many artists and authors. 

To start planning your Alaska holiday, contact us on 1300 363 302.
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ANCHORAGE:
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